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THREE DAY TWO'S NEWSLETTER
OCTOBER 28-NOVEMBER 1, 2019
Monday
What a busy week we had in our classroom! We found
our sensory bin filled with animals and oats. We loved
finding the matching animals like on Noach’s TaivaArk, and making the different animal sounds. We also
used our toy animals to make footprints in our play
dough. We noticed that some animals, like our cow and
horse, left larger footprints, while some animals, like our
giraffe and bird, left smaller footprints. We read a flap
book on animals, and tried guessing which animal was
behind each flap by looking at its silhouette. When
playing outdoors, we checked out our garden and
looked for any growing fruits or vegetables. We also
spoke about which ones we like to try. Rebecca noted
that she eats green beans at home. Aria said that she
likes tomatoes. Moshe said he loves vegetables! During
Center Time, we used colors from the rainbow to paint
our paper plates. Sage’s favorite was the green paintshe covered every spot! We also celebrated another
birthday this week- happy birthday to Noah! Thank you
to Noah’s Mom and Dad for bringing our class a
birthday gift of a great collection of new tools for our
play tough table! We have been very much enjoying
them during morning Table Time!

Friday
We started off our day by shaping our challahs.
During Circle Time, we practiced singing our Noach
song, and spoke about the rainbow that Noach saw
in the sky after he came out of the Teiva. During
Center Time, some of us rolled our sleeves up to do
some full sensory animal scrubbing! We emptied our
animal bucket to scrub them with sponges and
shaving cream. At our other table, we had a giant
rainbow covered with glue, and had all sorts of
different art supplies out to choose from. We color
sorted the supplies according to the rainbow, and
then used the correct colors to cover each layer of
the rainbow. We enjoyed our Shabbat sing along as
usual!

Wednesday
We introduced Noach and his animal friends to our
class with fun finger puppets. We each said hello to
Noach, and he said hello back to us! When it was
Noah's turn to say hello, he noticed how his name
sounded just like Noach's! We sang a song “Oh Mr.
Noach had a Teiva”, TTO Old McDonald Had a
Farm. For our Wednesday special, we had a visit
from the Nature of Things! Miss Lee brought in a
bunch of little animal friends for us to meet. Those of
us who wanted to, used our pointer fingers to very
gently pet the animals. Nethanel was brave to pet all
of them! Bella’s favorite animal that came was the
hamster. Gilad’s favorite was the rooster, which
flapped its wings and blew air all around us. Micah
also liked the rooster best, in addition to Twiggy the
stick bug. Lots of our friends also like the turtle’s
smooth shell. During Center Time, we got messy
with finger paint. We used all the colors of the
rainbow to cover our entire art table. We hung it up
on our classroom wall so we can cut it into the
shape of a rainbow when it dries!
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